Linux/DevOps System Engineer (f/m/d)
BENOCS GmbH
Berlin, Germany

Are you a revolutionary that wants to contribute to the evolution of the Internet?
We are a small team with big plans to improve Internet performance, more specifically the way traffic behaves
on Internet Provider Networks. If you are a creative problem-solver, who likes to work in an AGILE/Design
Thinking environment, and enjoys learning new skills regularly, then we are interested in you!

Your TASKS:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Maintain and monitor our server and network infrastructure
User Management Control/Access Control Management of our directory services
Evaluate and integrate new services
Automate our IT processes
Implement data protection and backup concepts
Manage VPN services

Your QUALIFICATIONS:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

University degree in Information Systems/Technology or a related field
3+ years of professional experience in operating heterogeneous server farms
Good understanding of setting up, maintaining and upgrading Debian-based operating systems
Familiarity with Linux administration/ maintenance such as virtualization, Postfix, Ansible, SQL, LDAP,
Apache 2, etc.
Basic knowledge in dealing with Linux-based firewalls
Scripting language knowledge (e.g. Bash/Python) is an advantage
Ability to prioritize and handle multiple tasks simultaneously and effectively

Our BENEFITS:
▪ Learning Opportunities: Lifelong learning is essential for us. We offer the opportunity to develop not only
software, but also yourself!
▪ Flexible Working Hours: We know you have a life outside of work, which is why we allow you work
whenever it suits you as long as you are available during our core working hours.
▪ Home Office: Need a couple days a week at home? We have adopted a hybrid working model that only
requires you to come to the office a couple of times a week.
▪ Health Offers: Your health is important to us. We offer free health checks, regular preventive medical
checkups, seasonal flu vaccines, free beverages and fruits.
▪ Company Pension Scheme: Be well positioned for the future - we offer a company pension scheme and pay
monthly contributions.
▪ Virtual Stock Options: Be part of a success story and benefit from the company’s growth.
▪ JobRad: Join our bike leasing program to get a new bicycle at a reduced cost.
▪ Shopping Discounts: Products and services at a discount from numerous external providers and partners.

About BENOCS:
BENOCS - a groundbreaking B2B software-solution company that implements intelligent content traffic-steering
and automated load balancing in very large IP networks to reduce network CapEx while improving quality. The
rapid evolution of global internet content delivery towards more diverse and fluctuating network arrangements
requires smart solutions that encompass this complexity and offer effective means of control. BENOCS offers the
technologies to make this happen.

Your APPLICATION:
Please email your CV, a cover letter, and any relevant reports and/or work references you may have to
jobs@benocs.com. Applicants will be reviewed on a rolling basis with a deadline November 30, 2021.
*We are committed to a diverse workforce and strongly welcome all applications regardless of gender, nationality,
ethnic origin, religion, disability or age.

